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Objective:
To develop a script that gathers basic system information about a Linux based cluster and output results in various formats.

Method:
We used Python modules, such as psutil, and Linux system calls to gather system information, such as network, CPU, and RAM. We then stored or displayed results in human readable format, json, and others. We wrapped up our project using the “Package Manager by Python”, pip, to package Tory and make it available for download on PyPi and the open source channel GitHub. We made Tory an interactive search tool, where users can query a specific target or request a list of items.

Why this is Cool?
On large systems, such as Sequoia, parts are continuously being replaced and software is constantly being added or updated due to the needs of users. This project will produce a fast and easy way to monitor these changes. Tory will give us an actual count of hardware or software.

Expected deliverable:
There is still much work for Tory, such as:
• Graphic displays of information.
• Alerts for mapping inventory scripts.
• Deploying Tory on a large scale, HPC computers.
• Make a robust Tory, that can handle any unexpected situation.
• Insure that our code follows Python Pep 8 style guide.
• Create documentation and man page.

Tools:

Example of visual output for RAM information